Mask Fit Testing
Recommendation or Requirement?
Mask fit testing is a legal requirement that often gets overlooked, Fit testing can be the difference between life and death. Don’t
expose your business or employees to risk. Let Integrated Safety Group assist with all your respiratory compliance obligations.

It is YOUR requirement to have ANNUAL Fit Testing
done by a competent provider – LET US HELP
Integrated Safety Group offer complete respiratory protective programs & fit testing
services that are conducted at our office, and/or onsite at your workplace. Testing is
conducted in accordance with Australian Standards AS/NZ 1715:2009 Selection, Use and
Maintenance of Respiratory Protective Equipment and is suitable for all half face and full
face respirator brands.

There are TWO types of respirator fit testing
Qualitative and Quantitative… WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?

Qualitative Fit Testing

Quantitative Fit Testing

Qualitative fit testing is a subjective test.
Traditionally used for workers that are
required to wear either a disposable
masks or respirators that just cover their
nose and mouth (half-mask respirators).
Why can this be dangerous to you
and your staff?
Qualitative testing relies on the wearer’s
sense of taste or smell. It is a method
that relies on a subjective response.
This is NOT a preferred method of test

Quantitative fit testing involves our
trained staff operating a specialised
Porta count machine.
This device allows ISG to measure leaks
around the face seal of the respirator
The resulting fit factor provides a precise
indication for you and your staff to
determine if your respirator provides
adequate protection IAW documented
exposure standards.
Quantitative Fit Testing is the ONLY
standard you should accept for your
employees when protection from
exposure to hazardous materials in the
workplace is necessary.

Why Integrated Safety
Group?
When it comes to safety it’s in our name.

A safety solutions provider with
experienced technicians, who not only
maintain life support equipment as a
primary job function, but we also design
and manufacture breathing systems for
use in confined spaces and other
hazardous environments dangerous to
life & health.
With 25 plus years in this industry why
would you want to go anywhere else?
ISG – Solutions for LIFE

Our Quantitative testing starts at $65.00 per Mask + GST
Book in with THREE or more and pay just $50.00 per Mask + GST
BOOKINGS ESSENTIAL.
Large quantity and contract pricing can be negotiated upon contact.
Get in Touch Today.

07 4779 1119

